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Jonathan Mayhew 

The light in all of us (2020) 

Sculpture   

70 x 70 x 6cm 

€1,000 

In 1859 John Tyndall used his radiant heat apparatus tube to measure the absorptive powers of gases 
in the atmosphere, discovering greenhouse gases and their effects on the earth. Climate change is 
something that affects us all, some still deny it, but we know that we have to choose how we live in 
order to save the world. Just like the light from the sun generates energy within us and our world we 
too can generate energy within how to change the world for a better place. 
 
Photographic paper is exposed to the sun’s energy, radiated as visible light. It is then placed inside a 
steel tube the same dimensions as John Tyndall’s apparatus and rolled into a circle and sealed with 
wax. 
 
Jonathan Mayhew, (b.1981) is an Irish artist based in Dublin. Using poetry, literature, technology, and 
theory, he manipulates physical and invisible materials creating works in a variety of media. He is 
interested in how we think about data, how we use it and how it uses us; and how fiction is blurring 
into reality.  
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Vera Klute  

Falling Down (2020) 

Video Animation  

large scale projection 

https://vimeo.com/403403079 

€800 edition of 5 

Vera Klute is a multi-disciplinary artist born in Germany and now based in Dublin. Her work includes, 

but is not limited to, animation, sculpture, and tapestries. Themes for Klute’s work are often taken 

from everyday life. She has exhibited widely, and her work is held in many public collections, including 

the National Gallery of Ireland, the OPW, Dublin City Council and the National Self-portrait Collection. 

 

Sorca O'Farrell  

Stay For Just One More Day (2020) 

Secret Place (2020) 

Place of Promise (2020) 

Indian ink & pastel, 90 cm x 70 cm x 10 cm (framed) 

€1,200 each 

Sorca O’Farrell is an award winning landscape artist from Howth, Co.Dublin. Her work is held in many 

private and public collections, including the National Gallery of Ireland, AIB collection, Trinity College 

Dublin, and the Office of Public Works. Her work reflects her emotional response to her surroundings. 

She seeks to understand how a sense of place, a sense of memory and a sense of meaning can 

overshadow our sense of sight alone. 

 

 

 

 

https://vimeo.com/403403079
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Stefana McClure 

 (Der Himmel über Berlin (Wings of Desire) 2020) 

wax transfer paper mounted on dibond 

76 x 117 x 5cm 

€12,000 

Born in Lisburn, Northern Ireland, in 1959, Stefana McClure is a conceptual artist living and working 

in New York. Her ongoing series of drawings ‘Films on Paper’ consists of superimposed subtitles or 

closed captions of an entire movie. She has been developing this body of work over the past twenty 

years. 

 

 

 

Shipsides and Beggs Projects 

Fingers grow gnarled in the watery pass (2020) 

Acrylic paint on canvas on wooden frame 

2700 x 600 x 400mm 

€5,600 

Shipsides and Beggs Projects is the multidisciplinary practice of artists Dan Shipsides and Neal Beggs, 

based across France, Ireland and the UK. This work explores borders, particularly the borders 

between Ireland and the UK and between the USA and Mexico. It is from ‘Another Fine Mess’, which 

is a body of work originally commissioned for a solo exhibition in Washington DC that was cancelled 

due to the COVID-19 pandemic.  
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Magnhild Opdøl  

Made with complete sorrow (2020) 

Pencil on paper 

29,7 x 21 cm each, suite of 21 drawings in a grid 

€6,300 (€300 each) 2 SOLD 

Magnhild Opdøl is an artist based in Norway who came to Ireland in 2004 to study at the National 

College of Art & Design. Her precise drawings are distinctive for being both chilling and beautiful. 

These drawings are of a collection of weeds, each one telling us about the climate, landscape and 

people from where it comes. 
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Kiera O'Toole 

Project_Drawing Wonder 

Detail - chalk, algae and sea water on concrete structure, Dunmoran Strand, Sligo, Ireland, 27th July 

2019. 

Vinyl on Foamex, dimensions variable.) – exterior of VISUAL 

€753 

Project_Drawing Wonder: A phenomenological investigation into Site-Specific Drawing explores 

drawings capacity to bring attention to what relationship exists between the viewer, the drawing and 

the site. The project attempts to create a ‘Holding Space’: a space where it is possible to have 

uncertainty and clarity, a space where both the mind and the body can find meaning in the everyday.  

The temporary drawings were located at the end of Dunmoran Strand which is surrounded by the Ox 

Mountains and farmlands in Sligo. Over the course of four days in the summer of 2019, the drawings 

manifested the drawer’s experiences of the environment such as the smell of the sea, the fossils in 

the rocks, the passers-by, the passing of time and the surroundings. The work was drawn directly unto 

the surface of the two large bulwarks. These concrete structures were chosen precisely because they 

physically and conceptually ground the drawings on the site. The choice of materials of algae, chalk 

and seawater is a response to the environment to raise questions about our relationship with nature. 

 

  

 

Siobhan McDonald 

Herbarium of Breath (2019) 

Volcanic ash + air particles from over Europe, silver, earth minerals, ancient plant fossils gilded in 24 

karat gold 

1100 cm x 20 cm 

€12,000 
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Siobhán McDonald is an artist in residence in the School of Natural Sciences at Trinity College Dublin 

(2020-2023). She works in many forms including painting, drawing, film and sound. Siobhán’s work 

focuses on current issues dealing with air, breath and the earth’s atmosphere, combining science 

into her art in a poetic and thoughtful manner.  

 

 

 

Helena Gorey 

Blue Horizon (2020)  

Oil on canvas 

50 x 50cm  

€800 SOLD 

Black Horizon (2020) 

Oil on canvas 

30 x 30cm 

€500  

Helena Gorey lives in the countryside close to her childhood home in County Kilkenny, where she has 

a view of a field with an almost perfect horizon line. These paintings, one with light and one with the 
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absence of light, are part of her ongoing Horizon Series. When placed side by side it allows for one 

painting to appear as if it orbits the other.   

 

 

Amber Broughton 

Grey Wagtail (2020)  

60.5cm x 56cm  

Colouring Pencil and Ink 

 

Yellowhammer (2020) 

56cm x 76cm,  

Colouring Pencil and Ink 

€600 each 

Amber Broughton’s work aims to explore ideas of connection and inspire quietness and self-reflection. 

These pieces have been selected from her ongoing series of works which feature wild birds that are 

currently at the highest rating of conservation concern in Ireland.  
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Ramon Kassam  

Nearest Town (2018) 

Acrylic on Linen,  

175 x 125 x 2 cm 

€3,000 

Ramon Kassam is an Irish artist based in Thomastown, Co. Kilkenny. While focusing mainly on 

painting, his work also includes drawing, photography, and an engagement with architectural 

spaces. Kassam’s recent works relate to one another through an invented narrative that focuses on 

the Landscape and Environment. 
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Nuala Clarke 

Inflected Superficies of the Water reflect the Brightness of the Sky rather Inward than Outward 

(2020)  

Acrylic on canvas, 

100 x 120 x 4cm 

€4,200  

Sky Colour'd (vi)  

acrylic and interference on board,  

45 x 35cm 

€1,200 SOLD 

Nuala Clarke lives and works between Ireland and New York City. Her starting point for painting is 

Robert Boyle’s text ‘Experiments and Considerations Touching Colours’ (1664) and from there she 

experiments to look at light and space. Clarke has also long been fascinated by the small openings in 

the clouds which have been observed and documented in a series titled ‘Sky Colour’d.’ 

 

      

 

Lee Welch 

under an immense sky, 2018 

Acrylic on cotton 

137.0 x 102.0 cm 

€2,500 
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Lee Welch was born in Kentucky and lives and works between Cork and Dublin. Welch received his 

MFA at the Piet Zwart Institute, Rotterdam and is represented by Berlin Opticians Gallery. His paintings 

simplify details, often revealing parts of the canvas and using only one layer of paint. This approach is 

to focus on how he handles his materials to ensure the painting is an emotional response.  

 

 

 

Christine Mackey 

Unearthing the Mud Pond Snail (2020) 

Unique blown Glass Bell Jar, cast glass sculptures, repurposed potter’s wheel, & Birch plinth 

Plinth 80cm h x 31 cm square, Bell jar 455 mm x 300 mm 

€ 2,160 

Christine Mackey’s studio is based at the Leitrim Sculpture Centre. Her research-led practice focuses 

on humanity’s self-centred relationship to non-human species. Through this, Mackey opens up a 

discussion around habitat loss and the growing knowledge of world extinctions. 
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Ciara Roche 

Study no. 5 (2020) 

oil on paper,  

15cm x 21cm x 1mm (unframed) 

SOLD 

Ciara Roche is a recent MA graduate of Art Research and Collaboration. She has exhibited widely 

throughout Ireland with a solo show in The LAB Gallery, Dublin last year. This painting was made during 

lockdown; as our world became small, the play of light around the home became an infinite source of 

wonder and inspiration. 

 

 

 

Emma Roche 
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STRIKER (2020) 

Oil and acrylic on cotton,  

31 X 26 X 2cm 

€600 

Emma Roche is a visual artist living and working in Ireland. STRIKER is part of a new series of paintings 

made during Lockdown. With shops closed and she was unable to buy new materials, so Roche re-

purposed old paintings and used parts other paintings. In the style of caricatures, the process 

considers ideas about our new everyday realities. 

 

 

 

Ruth le Gear 

Water Rights in collaboration with Kaitlin Bryson (2019) 

Photographic prints 

20 x 24 inches (6 prints) 

€1,985 

Ruth Le Gear’s work spans across moving image, still image, sound, and water remedies. Kaitlin Bryson 

is an interdisciplinary, ecological artist and sees her role as a relationship-builder creating work that 

makes connections. Their collaboration sprung from both feeling out of their element: Bryson while 

in the bog and Le Gear while in the desert.  
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Helen Robbins 

The very beginning of an oak forest for my Great Granddaughter, (2019)  

H 25 x W 18.5 x D 1.5 cm - series of 24 

Photographs on Hahnemuhle Baryta paper, mounted on dibond with a slim black frame 

€1,500 

 

 

A mossy coat, soft and warm, for my Great Granddaughter, (2019) 

H 76 x Diameter 45 cms variable 

Needle felted wools, adapted tailors dummy 

€2,500 
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Helen Robbins is based in Carlow and studied Fine Art, Printmaking and Art Therapy in the UK. Using 

photography and soft sculpture she reflects on her wanderings in natural forests. Her motive in 

creating this work is to preserve a memory of these places- as they continue to be destroyed- for her 

unborn great granddaughter, that generations to come will also have wild forests. 

 

Bernadette Tuite 

Garrethstown West (a & b) (2020) 

Stoneware,  

15cm x 15cm (x2) 

€125 each 

Mizen Head (2020) 

mixed stoneware,  

21cm x 18cm 

€175 SOLD 

Bernadette Tuite was a boat captain for many years. Today her connection with the ocean is translated 

into sculptural ceramic vessels named after the places that inspired them. The work aims to connect 

the viewer conceptually and physically to the landscape and offer a reminder of our responsibility of 

stewardship to these beautiful Atlantic environments. 
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Chloe Brenan 

Plosives (2019)  

Photogram / silver gelatin prints (quadriptych),  

20.32 x 20.32 cm (each) 

€1,200 

Chloe Brenan’s practice is concerned with the methods by which order, structure and meaning can 

come from the haze of reality, and the strangeness of using reason to understand subjective 

experience. Through moving image, photography, sound and text she explores the body and its 

connection to its environs.  
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Paul Hallahan 

true level digging comes up, goes down (2018) 

Acrylic on canvas,  

230cm x 160cm x 7cm 

€6,000 

Paul Hallahan is an artist whose interests lie in how we as humans engage and interact with nature 

beyond ourselves, both as individuals and as a society. Working primarily in painting, he explores the 

value of the handmade static image in a world overrun with moving images and interactive media. 

He is represented by Irish gallery Berlin Opticians Gallery. 

 

 


